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Dear Educators,

The best way of learning is learning while you’re having fun.
Theatre provides the opportunity for us to connect with more than just our
own story, it allows us to find ourselves in other people’s lives and grow
beyond our own boundaries. While times are different, we are still excited to
share with you new theatrical pieces through live and/or pre-recorded
means.

We’re the only species on the planet who make stories. It is the stories that
we leave behind that define us. Giving students the power to watch stories
and create their own is part of our lasting impact on the world. And the
stories we choose to hear and learn from now are even more vital. Stories
bring us together, even when we must stay apart.Stories are our connection
to the world and each other.

We invite you and your students to engage with the stories we tell as a
starting point for you and them to create their own.

Sincerely,
Joann Yarrow, Kate Laissle, and Theorri London
Community Engagement and Education Team

2021/2022EDUCATIONALOUTREACH SPONSORS
Syracuse Stage is committed to providing students with rich theatre experiences that explore and examine what it is to be human. Research shows that
children who participate in or are exposed to the arts show higher academic achievement, stronger self esteem, and improved ability to plan and work
toward a future goal.

Many students in our community have their first taste of live theatre through Syracuse Stage’s outreach programs. Last season more than 21,000 students
from across New York attended or participated in the Bank of America Children’s Tour, artsEmerging, the Young Playwrights Festival, Backstory, Young
Adult Council, and/or our Student Matinee Program.

We gratefully acknowledge the corporations and foundations who support our commitment to in-depth arts education for our community.
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Presented by arrangement with Dramatists Play Service under license from Mischief Worldwide Ltd. The Mischief Produc-
tion of The Play That Goes Wrong was originally produced on the West End Stage by Kenny Wax & Stage Presence and on 
Broadway by Kevin McCollum, J.J. Abrams, Kenny Wax & Stage Presence. The Play That Goes Wrong was first presented 
by Mischief Theatre under the title The Murder Before Christmas on December 4th, 2012, at the Old Red Lion Theatre in 

London. The Play That Goes Wrong by Henry Lewis, Jonathan Sayer & Henry Shields © 2012, 2014 Mischief World-
wide Ltd. All rights reserved. The Play That Goes Wrong, the “Falling G” logo device, Mischief, and Mischief Theatre are 

trademarks of Mischief Worldwide Ltd. All rights reserved. This production is presented by arrangement with Dramatists 
Play Service under license from Mischief Worldwide Ltd. For Mischief Worldwide Ltd.: Directors: Mark Bentley, Jonathan 

Burke, Henry Lewis, Kenny Wax. Head of Licensing: Sacha Brooks Exclusive Agent for Literary Rights: Nicki Stoddart, 
United Agents LLP, London For information about all Mischief works, please visit www.mischiefcomedy.com. The Play 

That Goes Wrong is presented by special arrangement with Dramatists Play Service, Inc., New York.
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Meet the Playwrights

Henry Lewis

Henry is an Olivier Award winning writer, actor and producer and is the
artistic director of Mischief. Henry’s work has been produced in over 40
countries worldwide.

Henry’s recent credits include: The Valiant Quest of Prince Ivandoe (actor -
Cartoon Network),Mischief Movie Night-In (format co-creator/actor/
producer - live stream),Magic Goes Wrong (writer/actor – West End/Lowry,
Nominated for Best New Entertainment or Comedy Play - Olivier Awards
2020 and Best New Play - What’s On Stage Awards 2022 and co-created
with magicians Penn & Teller), The Goes Wrong Show (writer/actor – BBC1),
Groan Ups (writer/actor - West End),Mischief Movie Night (format co-
creator/actor – West End & UK Tours - nominated for Best New Comedy -
Olivier Awards 2018), The Comedy About A Bank Robbery (writer and actor
West End/UK Tour – nominated for Best New Comedy at the Olivier Awards
2017), The Play that Goes Wrong (writer/actor West End/Broadway, UK/
International Tours – Winner of Best New Comedy at the Olivier Awards 2015
and What’s On Stage Awards 2014), Peter Pan Goes Wrong (writer/actor –
BBC1/West End/UK Tour/Pleasance London – Nominated for Best New
Comedy - Oliver Awards 2016) A Christmas Carol Goes Wrong (writer/actor -
BBC1). Henry has also performed at The Royal Variety Performance 2015 &
2019 (ITV1), We are Most Amused and Amazed: Prince Charles’ 70th
Birthday Celebration (ITV1) Keep it in the Family (ITV1), Children in Need
2020 (BBC1).

Outside of Mischief, Henry produced and performed in the critically
acclaimed West End revival of Philip Ridley’sMercury Fur and produced the
UK premier of Tracy Letts’ Superior Donuts.

Henry is also the creator and founder of The Mystery Agency.

Want to learn more about Henry Lewis?
Follow the link below!
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Meet the Playwrights

Henry Shields

Henry Shields is an award-winning writer and actor. He trained at LAMDA
and has been a member of Mischief Theatre since 2009. Theatre includes:
The Play That Goes Wrong (writer/actor, winner 2015 Olivier Award and
WhatsOnStage Award for Best New Comedy); Peter Pan Goes Wrong
(writer/actor, 2016 Olivier Award nominee for Best New Comedy); The
Comedy About a Bank Robbery (writer/actor, 2017 Olivier Award nominee
Best New Comedy);Mischief Movie Night (actor, 2018 Olivier Award nominee
for Best New Comedy); The Nativity Goes Wrong (writer); and The Busy
Body (actor, Southwark Playhouse). Television includes: The Royal Variety
Performance (ITV), Holby City (BBC), Keep It In The Family (ITV), Peter Pan
Goes Wrong (BBC), We Are Most Amused & Amazed - Prince Charles 70th
Birthday Celebration (ITV), and A Christmas Carol Goes Wrong (BBC).

Want to learn more about Henry Shields?
Follow the link below!
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Meet the Playwrights

Jonathan Sayer

Jonathan is an Olivier award-winning writer and a director of all Mischief
companies working as a writer, actor and producer.

Training: LAMDA.

Theatre includes: The Comedy About A Bank Robbery (Criterion Theatre -
nominated Best New Comedy Olivier Award 2017), The Play That Goes
Wrong (West End, UK and International Tour - writer/actor, Olivier Award and
WhatsOnStage Award Best New Comedy), Peter Pan Goes Wrong (West
End, UK tour, Pleasance, London - writer/actor), The Nativity Goes Wrong
(writer, Mischief Theatre and Reading Rep co-production), Lights! Camera!
Improvise! (Pleasance, Edinburgh, Soho Theatre, Arcola, Underbelly and
Krakow Improfest - actor, improviser, producer, Spirit of the Fringe Award
2013), Rachael’s Café (Old Red Lion - general manager) and Happy Birthday
Simon (Orange Tree - actor).

Television includes: Peter Pan Goes Wrong (BBC1), Royal Variety Performance
2015 - The Play That Goes Wrong, A Life Less Ordinary (pilot) and The Anti-
Social Network (actor).

Radio includes: Not a Love Story (BBC Radio 4 - actor).

Jonathan teaches improvisation and has taught at LAMDA, Mountview and
Cambridge School of Visual and Performing Arts (CSVPA).

Want to learn more about Jonathan Sayer?
Follow the link below!
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Robert Hupp

Robert Hupp is in his sixth season as artistic director of Syracuse Stage. He
recently directed Annapurna, Talley’s Folly, Amadeus, Noises Off, Next to
Normal, and The Three Musketeers for Stage. Prior to coming to central New
York, Robert spent seventeen seasons as the producing artistic director of
Arkansas Repertory Theatre in Little Rock. He directed over 30 productions
for Arkansas Rep ranging from Hamlet to Les Miserables to The Grapes of
Wrath. In New York City, Robert directed the American premieres of Glyn
Maxwell’s The Lifeblood and Wolfpit for the Phoenix Theatre Ensemble. He
also served for nine seasons as the artistic director of the Obie Award-
winning Jean Cocteau Repertory. At the Cocteau, Robert’s directing credits
include works by Buchner, Wilder, Cocteau, Shaw, Wedekind and the
premieres of the Bentley/Milhaud version of Brecht’sMother Courage and
Her Children, Seamus Heaney’s The Cure at Troy, and Eduardo de Filippo’s
Napoli Millionaria. He has held faculty positions at Pennsylvania’s Dickinson
College and, in Arkansas, at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock and
Hendrix College. Robert served as vice president of the Board of Directors of
the Theatre Communications Group and has served on funding panels for
the New York State Council on the Arts, National Endowment for the Arts,
the Theatre Communications Group, the New Jersey State Council of the
Arts, and the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs. While in
Arkansas, Robert was named both Non-Profit Executive of the Year by the
Arkansas Business Publishing Group, and Individual Artist of the year by the
Arkansas Arts Council. He and his wife Clea ride herd over a blended family
of five children, one dog, and two cats.

Meet the Director

Want to learn more about the show and
the director, Robert Hupp? Come to one
of the Prologues! Hear Robert Hupp talk
about the show and maybe do an
interview with some of the cast and

crew.

Dates: April 23 & 28, 2022
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Following some pre-show searching for a missing dog and Duran Duran CD by stage manager Annie and
board operator Trevor, Chris Bean, the head of the Cornley Polytechnic Drama Society and director of tonight's
performance of The Murder at Haversham Manor, appears and welcomes the audience. Jonathan, the actor
playing the deceased Charles Haversham, whose death sparks the play's murder mystery, trips on his
entrance. The characters of Thomas Colleymoore and Perkins try to enter but find the door leading to the
stage jammed shut. After they finally enter, Thomas tells Perkins to fetch Florence, Charles Haversham's
fiance.

Thomas then decides to bring in Inspector Carter. Haversham's brother Cecil arrives and, with the help of the
stage manager Annie, finally manages to get the door open. After Inspector Carter, played by Chris, arrives,
Perkins and Thomas attempt to carry Charles out of the room, but the canvas stretcher rips. Suddenly,
Jonathan (playing Charles) rises from the floor and tries to exit the scene. Inspector Carter begins his
investigation by questioning Perkins first, followed by Florence.

Toward the end of her interrogation, Thomas bursts into the room and Florence, who happened to be
standing near the door, gets knocked unconscious. Suddenly, the actors are forced to try to finish the scene
with an unconscious castmate. Inspector Carter is left to question Cecil while actors Robert (playing Thomas)
and Jonathan attempt to remove Florence's body by hoisting her through a window. Inspector Carter reveals
to Cecil that he knows that he and Florence are having an affair, and Thomas receives a call informing him
that 9,000 pounds had been stolen from his savings account. Gunshots are heard offstage, and Cecil dies.
For the play to continue, stage manager Annie comes on stage wearing Florence's dress and reading from a
script. The first act ends with the realization that the murderer must still be in the house with them.

After some assurances from director Chris that this somehow hasn't been the worst first act Cornley
University has seen, the second act begins. As Inspector Carter is off investigating the gunshots, Annie trips
and scatters her script on the floor, losing her place in the scene. Despite supposedly leaving the grounds
hours ago, Arthur the Gardener arrives (played by Max, who also played Cecil). During the scene, Max
knocks over a pillar supporting the set's upper level, causing it to slant precariously. After Arthur reveals a
handkerchief used to hold cyanide (used to murder Charles) with the initials F.C., everyone believes Florence
is the murderer.

Synopsis
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The madness progresses once Inspector Carter returns, resulting in Annie (still playing Florence) being
knocked unconscious. Sandra returns briefly before once again being knocked out and stuffed inside a
grandfather clock, forcing Trevor to read for the role of Florence. That is, until he winds up under the tilted
upper level that collapses, sending props and furniture crashing down on him. Sandra is once again
conscious but now stuck inside of the clock.

Chaos reigns as everyone points fingers in the murder of Charles Haversham, and Sandra and a now
conscious Annie fight over who gets to play the role. Perkins, the butler, eventually reveals that Inspector
Carter himself killed Charles because Charles found out the inspector was embezzling police money. But
surprise! Charles is alive and never drank the poisoned drink the inspector had left for him. Twist! Thomas
Colleymore was working with the inspector, but the inspector planned to double-cross him, stealing money
from Thomas's account to run away. Thomas tries to shoot the inspector, but the gun doesn't fire. The play
ends with the walls falling around them, revealing the backstage crew and Charles offering Thomas a glass
of poisoned sherry, which Thomas drinks.

Synopsis
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Chris Bean: Chris is the head of the Cornley Polytechnic Drama Society, director of The
Murder at Haversham Manor, and the actor playing Inspector Carter. This is a big day for
him, so he's taking everything very seriously and is hurt when people laugh.

Jonathan Harris: Jonathan plays Charles Haversham. He cares about the play, though he's
mostly having fun. He sees himself as a sort of James Bond, though his personality is a bit
bland.

Robert Grove: Robert plays Thomas Colleymore and does so with a very presentational
style. Robert and Chris have a power struggle to lead the Cornley Drama Society. He's
unaware of those around him and doesn't feel bad when things go wrong.

Dennis Tyde: Dennis plays Perkins. His interest in being in this production is tied to the
chance to make friends. The audience laughing is agony for him.

Sandra Wilkinson: Sandra plays Florence Colleymore. She has ambitions to go to Hollywood
and wants to be loved. She's willing to hurt anyone standing in her way but smart enough to
stay on the good side of those who can help her.

Max Bennett: Max plays both Cecil Haversham and the gardener Arthur. He's never been
on stage before and breaks the fourth wall to engage with the audience. He's learned his
lines and does what he's told, but he makes basic performance mistakes.

Trevor Watson: Trevor is the show's lighting and sound operator. He's a bit of a curmudgeon
who wants to get on with the show (though he's easily distracted and will occasionally talk
to the audience).

Annie Twilloil: Annie is the play's stage manager. Initially terrified by acting, she grows to love
it and be willing to kill for it by the end of the play.

Characters in The Play that Goes Wrong
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Charles Haversham: The play starts with Charles being found dead during his engagement
party.

Thomas Colleymore: An old friend of Charles and a suspect in his murder.

Florence Colleymore: Thomas's sister who was recently engaged to Charles. She also holds
a secret that makes her a suspect in Charles's murder.

Cecil Haversham: The younger brother of Charles. The two had a turbulent relationship,
making Cecil a suspect in his murder.

Perkins: The long-time butler of Haversham Manor.

Inspector Carter: Brought in to investigate the circumstances around Charles Haversham's
death.

Arthur: The manor gardener everyone believes left the manor before the party began.

Characters in The Murder at Haversham Manor
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In the arts, a farce refers to a type of broad satire or comedy that involves a series of improbable situations
and physical humor. Notable examples of farces range from film spoofs such as Mel Brooks' "Spaceballs," a
farcical take on "Star Wars," to Shakespeare's classic comedy "The Comedy of Errors." These and many other
farces use miscommunication, exaggeration, and absurdity to accomplish their primary goal of making
audiences laugh. However, a farce's prioritization of stereotyped characters instead of characters that grow
and develop and implausible plots has also led some to see farces as intellectually inferior to standard
comedy.

A farce will generally include an absurd plot, such as somehow leaving a child home alone while your family
goes on vacation, usually taking place in one location. Keeping the events in one place allows elements that
occur during the plot to build on each other to create something even more ridiculous. While not all farces
use hyperbolic humor to expose issues within class structure, governments, or businesses like satires do,
farces mimic real life to make fun of it. This may see farces featuring over-the-top comedic violence and
slapstick, such as someone being knocked unconscious by a door swinging open too quickly. These
comedies rely on quick action, timing, and wit that keep the action and comedy happening at a fast pace.

The history of farces dates back to 15th-century France when the term was used to describe when clowning,
acrobatics, caricature, and indecency were found together in one form of entertainment. These elements
were initially inserted into the texts of religious plays by actors and then written independently later on. (This
is actually where the term "farce" comes from—the French word for "stuffing.") Shakespeare and Molière
would come to use these elements in their comedies after the farce spread through Europe in the 16th
century. In the following centuries, farce would also appear in music halls, vaudeville, and other forms of
entertainment like film comedies from Charlie Chaplin and the Marx Brothers.

Other modern examples of farces come from comedic minds like Oscar Wilde and Noël Coward, plays like
Noises Off by Michael Frayn, and movies like Airplane! and Clue. Today, the term "farce" is also used to
describe real-life events in a condemning way, referring to things that are supposed to be serious but have
turned ridiculous.

Farce
Did you know that there are many different types of comedy? The Play that Goes
Wrong is one of the most popular types of comedy, a farce. What is a farce? Learn

more below.
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Discussion Questions

Do you llke the style of comedy in The Play that Goes Wrong?

Have you seen a show with a similar style of comedy?

Have you ever participated in theatre before? Have you had similar experiences to the ones in the play?

Jealousy becomes a huge problem in The Play that Goes Wrong. Have you ever had feelings of jealousy?
How do you deal with those feelings?

What do you think about the saying “the show must go on”? How do you think it applies to The Play that
Goes Wrong?

Can you think of any solutions to any of the things that went wrong during The Murder at Haversham Manor?

What was your favorite moment during the play?

How do you think some of the bigger technical moments happened (paintings falling off the wall, set falling
apart, etc.)?

Working as a team is a huge component of making theatre happen. How do you think the cast and crew of
The Murder at Haversham Manor could have worked together better?

Who was your favorite character in The Play that Goes Wrong? Who was your favorite charcacter in The
Murder at Haversham Manor?
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elements of drama
PLOT
What is the story line? What happened before the
play started? What does each character want? What
do they do to achieve their goals? What do they stand
to gain/lose?

THEME
What ideas are wrestled with in the play? What ques-
tions does the play pose? Does it present an opinion?

CHARACTER
Who are the people in the story? What are their rela-
tionships? Why do they do what they do? How does
age/status/etc. affect them?

LANGUAGE
What do the characters say? How do they say it?
When do they say it?

MUSIC
How do music and sound help to tell the story?

SPECTACLE
How do the elements come together to create the
whole performance?

Any piece of theatre comprises multiple art forms.
As you explore this production with your students,
examine the use of:
WRITING
VISUAL ART/DESIGN
MUSIC/SOUND
DANCE/MOVEMENT

INQUIRY
How are each of these art forms used
in this production? Why are they used?
How do they help to tell the story?

ACTIVITY
At its core, drama is about characters working toward
goals and overcoming obstacles. Ask students to use
their bodies and voices to create characters who are:
very old, very young, very strong, very weak, very
tired, very energetic, very cold, very warm. Have their
characters interact with others. Give them an objective
to fulfill despite environmental obstacles. Later,
recap by asking how these obstacles affected their
characters and the pursuit of their objectives.
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elements of design
LINE can have length, width, texture, direction and
curve. There are 5 basic varieties: vertical, horizon-
tal, diagonal, zig-zag, and curved.

SHAPE is two-dimensional and encloses space.
It can be geometric (e.g. squares and circles),
man-made, or free-form.

FORM is three-dimensional. It encloses space
and fills space. It can be geometric (e.g. cubes
and cylinders), man-made, or free-form.

COLOR has three basic properties:
HUE is the name of the color (e.g. red, blue,
green), INTENSITY is the strength of the color
(bright or dull), VALUE is the range of lightness to
darkness.

TEXTURE refers to the “feel” of an
object’s surface. It can be smooth,
rough, soft, etc. Textures may be
ACTUAL (able to be felt) or IM-
PLIED (suggested visually through
the artist’s technique).

SPACE is defined and determined
by shapes and forms. Positive space
is enclosed by shapes and forms,
while negative space exists around
them.
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